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Ready to Take on the 
Next Adventure

E55 Wireless Over-Ear Headphones 
The E55BT is one of the most versatile packages ever, an ergonomic 
around-ear design means that the entertainment always continues.

 Color DSC# Vendor#
107606 JBLE55BTBLK Black
107607 JBLE55BTBLU Blue
107608 JBLE55BTWHT White

Charge 3 Bluetooth® Speaker 
JBL Charge 3 is the ultimate, high-powered portable Bluetooth speaker 
with powerful stereo sound and a power bank all in one package.

 DSC# Vendor# Color
95564 JBLCHARGE3BLKAM Black
105382 JBLCHARGE3BLUEAM Blue
105383 JBLCHARGE3GRAYAM Gray

Sound That Moves You,  
When You're on the Move

Seamlessly switch between devices
Students can effortlessly  switch from music on a portable 
device to a call from their phone, so that they never miss a call.

IPX7 Waterproof
No more worrying about rain or spills; students can 
even submerge Charge 3 in water.

One-button universal remote with microphone
In wired mode, the bundled cable—which is compatible with most 
smartphones—allows for easy music control and hands-free calls.

JBL Connect
Connecting multiple JBL Connect enabled speakers 
together to amplify the listening experience.

Sound controls on ear-cup
In wireless mode, ear cup controls offer convenient 
management of music and calls.

Lifestyle Materials
The durable fabric material and rugged rubber housing 
allows the speaker to outlast students' adventures.

Tangle-free fabric cable
An innovative, tangle-free cord design with angled plug 
means untangling is a thing of the past.

JBL Bass Radiator
Hear the bass, feel the bass, see the bass. Dual external 
passive radiators demonstrate just how powerful the 
speakers are.

Improved ergonomic design
Form-fitting, comfortable ear cushions so students' headphones 
stay put while they enjoy their music—even when they're  
on the go.

Voice Assistant Integration
Access Siri or Google Now from a JBL speaker with a simple 
button press.

Two-hour recharge time
A rapid two-hour charging gets students up to 20 hours of 
audio playback.

6000mAH power bank
Built-in rechargeable Li-ion battery supports up to 20 hours 
of playtime and charges smartphones and tablets via USB.

SRP $149.95  |  Cost $80.67
SRP $149.95  |  Cost $97.78

Shop Now » Shop Now »

Strategic planning will help you organize  
your goals for the year.

Businesses using strategic planning are  
12% more profitable.

Source: visual.ly$

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listREDecemberJBL20171207
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In-Ear Earbuds Wireless with Mic 
Happy Plugs In-Ear is simply a whole new headphone experience for your students’ stylish everyday 
lives. With a 5-hour rechargeable battery life, students can wear it and play music all day long. They’ll 
hear: Low, rich bass and amazing clarity, sounding better than most wired headphones. They can 
control their calls and music with the built-in mic and remote. Comes with extra ear tips in sizes 
small, medium, and large.

DSC# Vendor# Color
113820 7881 Black 
113822 7883 Blush 
113821 7882 Nude 
113823 7880 White 

WIRELESS
FASHION MEETS FUNCTION WITH THE

FREEDOM
HAPPY PLUGS WIRELESS COLLECTION

Earbuds Plus Wireless with Mic 
The Earbud Plus provides the same great sound quality by combining the simplicity of an Earbud 
and the sound experience of an In-Ear, making this headphone the best of two worlds. Happy 
Plugs Wireless features a minimalistic design with tasteful accents that blends with any style. With a 
5-hour rechargeable battery life, students can wear it and play music all day long. They’ll hear: low, 
rich bass and amazing clarity, sounding better than most wired headphones.

DSC# Vendor# Color
113816 7885 Black 
113818 7887 Blush
113817 7886 Nude
113819 7884 White

SRP $49.99  |  Cost $26.25 SRP $49.99  |  Cost $26.25

Shop Now » Shop Now »

By executing your strategic plan, you can gain 
profitability for your store.

Less than 10% of strategic plans are  
effectively executed. 

Source: visual.ly

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listREDecemberHappyPlugs20171207
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STUDIO-QUALITY 
SOUND ON THE GO

The Douglas Stewart Company  |  Phone: 800-279-2795  |  Fax: 608-221-5217  |  Web: www.dstewart.com

EAR CANZ WIRELESS EARBUDS

The 808 EAR CANZ Wireless Earbuds offer students a best-in-
class quality and immersion of sound with no strings attached, in 
a convenient and on-the-go form factor for their active lifestyle. 
Control volume and tracks, and take hands-free calls from the in-
line microphone with uncompromising comfort and convenience. 
Experience the deep bass and smooth sounds in the dorm, gym, 
or on the quad without being tethered to a device.

Key Features

• Enjoy music wirelessly from a smartphone or tablet 
• Hands-free calling with built-in microphone 
• Up to 6 hours of playtime from the rechargeable battery 
• Lightweight, fully portable design that fits wherever students go 
• Track, play/pause, and volume control 
• Interchangeable tips and fins for customized fit

DSC# Vendor# Color

113088 HPA205BKP Black

113089 HPA205BLT Blue

113090 HPA205GRT Green Shop Now »

SRP $39.99  |  Cost $22.35

Strategic planning translates your mission and vision 
into actionable items for the year.

Source: visual.ly

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listREDecemberEightOEight20171207
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Brydge 10.5 Aluminum Bluetooth® Keyboard
The only keyboard to truly bring a MacBook® like experience to the new iPad® Pro. Precision 
engineered out of high-grade aluminum, the Brydge 10.5 takes the style cues of the iPad Pro and 
forms the perfect keyboard, creating the ultimate mobile productivity device. Versatile viewing 
angles from 0 - 180° through a strong patented hinge. Set the desired angle for high productivity 
and comfort. LED Backlit keys provide the ultimate typing experience in low to no light conditions. 
3-month battery life. Bluetooth® 4.0.

DSC# Vendor# Color
113396 BRY8003 Gold
113398 BRY8004 Rose Gold 
113392 BRY8001 Silver 
113394 BRY8002 Space Grey 

Work Like a Pro.  
Look Like a Pro.
Introducing the 
Brydge 10.5!

SRP $139.99  |  Cost $91.46 
Shop Now »

Involving your employees in strategic planning will 
promote engagement. 

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listREDecemberBrydge20171207
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SRP $35.00
Cost $16.87

Moshi iGlaze Phone Case
Moshi's iGlaze for iPhone X is a hybrid construction case that is the 
ultimate fusion of design, functionality, and drop-protection.

Features

• Ultra-slim case with military-grade drop-protection. 
• Polymer resists abrasion, heat, and bending. 
• Fully-encased volume and power buttons. 
• Proprietary hybrid construction with multiple color options. 
• Raised bevel to protect a touchscreen when laid flat.
• Wireless-charging compatible.

DSC# Vendor# Color
113782 99MO101001 Black

113783 99MO101301 Pink 

113781 99MO101101 White

Moshi USB-C to Dual USB-A Adapter
This USB-C to Dual USB-A Adapter provides two additional USB 
ports for a USB-C laptop. Connect any standard USB device such 
as a hard drive, keyboard, mouse, or printer.

Features

• Two USB 3.1 Gen 1 ports with up to 5 Gbps data transfer speed.
• Connect any standard USB device (hard drive, mouse, keyboard, and 

printer) to a USB-C laptop.
• Thunderbolt-3 compatible and 100% plug-n-play, no drivers needed.
• Anodized aluminum casing minimizes EM interference.
• Ultra-compact form factor for enhanced portability.

DSC# 113811  |  Vendor# 99MO084214 
SRP $24.95  |  Cost $15.06 

Extraordinary Products that 
Enhance the Mobile Lifestyle

Shop Now »

Quantify each objective so it’s easy to track progress.
Source: visual.ly

80%

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listREDecemberMoshi20171207
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Stay up-to-date on trending topics and learn innovative tactics to drive sales in your 
stores with Retail Connection. This blog is your resource for relevant information 
that will help make your stores successful.

Stay Informed on Retail Connection
A Blog by The Douglas Stewart Company

Categories we regularly cover:
• Customer Service Tips
• Best Practices 
• Retail Trends and Tips
• Helpful How To’s

• Marketing Tips
• Merchandising Solutions 
• Social Media Explained

Check it out at: retailconnection.dstewart.com

These articles and infographics are an easy way to stay informed, 
with no shortage of realistic tips and tricks you can try in your own store. 

Don't Know Where to Start? Here are 5 Must-Read Articles
15 Memorable Student Appreciation Ideas »

How To: Make Your Store a Destination »

Tips and Tricks: Social Media Sites Explained »

Love it or Hate it: the Pros and Cons of Self-Checkout Kiosks »

The Purchasing Power of College Students »

The Douglas Stewart Company  |  Phone: 800-279-2795  |  Fax: 608-221-5217  |  Web: www.dstewart.com

Outline what success looks like for your store and 
use that as you build your strategy for the year. 

Source: trainingcoursematerial.com

https://retailconnection.dstewart.com/
https://retailconnection.dstewart.com/2016/11/16/15-memorable-student-appreciation-ideas/
https://retailconnection.dstewart.com/2017/02/01/how-to-make-your-store-a-destination/
https://retailconnection.dstewart.com/2017/01/11/social-media-sites-explained/
https://retailconnection.dstewart.com/2015/09/09/love-it-or-hate-it-the-pros-and-cons-of-self-checkout/
https://retailconnection.dstewart.com/2013/10/02/the-purchasing-power-of-college-students/
http://www.dstewart.com
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Strategic planning is essential to communicate and 
prioritize your goals for the year and the actions needed to 
achieve them. It’s important to outline your strengths and 
weaknesses and define what makes your store unique so 
you can better serve your students. If you take the time to 
complete each step below, you’ll be well on your way to a 
successful school year!

Gather your team
Take half a day or a full day. Include employees from 
all key areas. Take turns leading the session.

ASK ...your employees
What makes your job easier? 
What are the top issues you keep running into?  
What do you think we need to do to get to the next level?

...your customers
What can we do better? What do 
your students value as important (better prices, 
faster service, etc.) and how can you deliver?

Identify your  
Big Rocks
What are the top 3-5 things you will 
work on this year that will take your 
store to the next level?

Meet regularly  
to work on and  
report progress
Weekly or monthly depending on the task, with 
whichever employees are responsible for each task.

List tasks for  
each Big Rock
This is what we need to do to move each 
Big Rock. Write it down, assign deadlines 
and responsibility for each.

Do a SWOT analysis
4 pieces of large paper. Brainstorm actively—EVERYONE talks!

...at competitors
There is always competition for your students' 
dollars—outline who your competitors are and 
what their core advantage is.

...at your markets
How are they changing? Where can you sell deeper? 

What are students asking for? 

How can you communicate with them? 
Any market specific opportunities or threats?

How can you differentiate?
Do they offer any products or services 
that you need to add?

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITIES THREATS

10 STEP
STRATEGIC 
PLANNING 
PROCESS

Marketing messages

Pro Tip: 
Offer in-store 

demos and 
provide  

students with 
a hands-on 
experience.

Pro Tip: Provide 
training for more 
in-depth product 

knowledge to 
support educated 

purchases.

Pro Tip: Carry on-the-go 
products that make a  
student’s day easier.

Pro Tip: Provide a more personalized service by committing to learn your students' names.

Read up on more topics like this on our blog! retailconnection.dstewart.com

Pro Tip: Start planning before the year is over 
to ensure successful start to the next year.

Pro Tip: Offer a unique 
loyalty program and 

reward students for their 
frequent purchases.

Things to work on How to pursue? How to avoid?

S W O T

LOOK
TRACK

&

&

AIM

10 REPEAT

EVERY YEAR!
Source: Red Sage Communications inc.

ST
A

R
T

!

http://www.dstewart.com
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Adonit Ink Stylus 
Write and draw in exquisite detail with Ink's 1mm fine point tip. Certified 
by Microsoft®, Ink provides a turnkey stylus solution to any Windows 
device. To emulate real handwriting, lines will appear thicker or thinner 
depending on how hard users press with Ink while drawing. Enjoy even 
more creative time with Ink's 80-hour battery life and easily charge it 
with any micro USB.

DSC# Vendor# Color  SRP Cost
113863 ADIB Black $44.99 $27.99
113865 ADIMB Midnight Blue $44.99 $27.99
113864 ADIS Silver $44.99 $27.99

Get Creative with Adonit Ink
Finally, a Windows®-Specific Stylus

Allocacoc Portable USB Power Bank
This 5000mAh portable power bank has a battery level LED indicator, IEC 
port, and Micro USB port. It has a AC powered 4-port USB bank with battery 
inside, enabling students to charge their mobile devices on the go. These 
ports function for data transfer as well as for charging, offering a solution for 
the lack of USB ports on contemporary devices.
DSC# 113761  |  Vendor# 9401/USBANK  |  SRP $34.95  |  Cost $10.06

Charge Mobile Devices On the Go
Never Run out of Space for Cables

Shop Now »

Shop Now »

Define both opportunities and threats so you can 
accurately create a plan to address each.

Source: visual.ly

S W
O T

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listREDecemberAdonit20171207
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/139656/
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DC and Marvel  
PopSockets are Here!

Add a single PopSocket, or a pair of PopSockets, to the back of almost any mobile 
device to transform its capabilities. PopSockets "pop" whenever students need a grip, 
a stand, an earbud-management system, or just something to play with.

Description	 DSC#	 Vendor#
Wonder Woman Icon 113492 101581
Batman Icon 113493 101582
Superman Icon 113494 101578
Autobot Icon 113495 101758
Decepticon Icon 113496 101759
Captain America Shield Icon 113497 101772
Spider-Man Icon 113498 101774

Shop Now »

The Douglas Stewart Company  |  Phone: 800-279-2795  |  Fax: 608-221-5217  |  Web: www.dstewart.com

SRP $14.99
Cost $6.18

Prioritize each objective so everyone is aligned and 
working towards the same goal. 

Source: trainingcoursematerial.com

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listREDecemberPopSockets20171207
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InterDesign Over-the-Door Shoe and Accessory Organizer
Perfect for holding sandals, flats, pumps, slippers, and tennis shoes, its clear pockets 
provide a durable and see-through window so each pair is readily visible and accessible. 
It instantly installs over a door and its sixteen compartments each have wide openings 
so students can reach what they need quickly and easily.
DSC# 114041  |  Vendor# 06350  |  Min 4  |  SRP $8.99  |  Cost $5.52

Innovative Storage for Students

InterDesign Hanging Closet Organizer
The deep compartments provide storage for sweaters, pants, shoes, and 
other necessities. The reinforced fabric offers support to the organizer 
when hung from a closet rod. Strong grip strips keep it firmly in place.
DSC# 114042  |  Vendor# 06450  |  Min 4  |  SRP $8.99  |  Cost $5.52

Shop Now »

Size Product Name DSC# Vendor# Min SRP Cost
AAA 2Pk CopperTop Alkaline Batteries 56106 D23 15261 18 $3.48 $2.10
AAA 4Pk CopperTop Alkaline Batteries 56108 D23 04061 18 $6.12 $3.65
AA 2Pk CopperTop Alkaline Batteries 56103 D23 09261 14 $3.48 $2.10

AA 4Pk CopperTop Alkaline Batteries 56104 D23 03561 14 $6.12 $3.65
C 2Pk CopperTop Alkaline Batteries 56102 D23 09161 8 $6.12 $3.90

D 2Pk CopperTop Alkaline Batteries 56101 D23 09061 6 $6.12 $3.90

9V 1Pk CopperTop Alkaline Batteries 56105 D23 09361 12 $6.12 $3.90

Best suited for the devices your students use 
most. When they need long-lasting, reliable 
power, they can count on CopperTop.

The Most Trusted Lineup of Batteries in the World

Shop Now »

Assign individual tasks to your employees so 
everyone can be held accountable.

Source: trainingcoursematerial.com

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listREDecemberDuracell20171207
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listREDecemberInterDesign20171207


Energizer Ultimate Lithium Batteries 
Energizer e2 Lithium batteries are designed for cameras and other high-
drain electronic devices. Lithium batteries last up to 7x longer than 
leading ordinary Alkaline batteries, and weigh 1/3 less than standard 
Alkaline batteries. These batteries offer a leak-resistant construction 
and perform in even the most extreme temperatures, from -40 to 140 
degrees Fahrenheit. e2 Lithium batteries offer a 15-year shelf life.

Size  DSC# Vendor# Min SRP Cost
AAA 2Pk 33729 L92BP-2 6 $7.17 $3.41
AA 2Pk 55274 L91BP-2 6 $7.17 $3.41
AA 4Pk 55304 L91BP-4 6 $14.77 $6.65
9V 1Pk 76354 L522BP 12 $15.12 $7.56
9V 2Pk 76355 L522BP2 12 $30.23 $14.58

Enjoy	Long-Lasting	Power	with	Energizer

A+ Supplies from Avery

Avery Insertable Divider
These classic dividers with bright, 
multicolored tabs fit in standard three-ring 
as well as multi-ring binders. Perfect for 
heavily used reference materials. White, self-
adhesive labels are included for creating tab 
titles. 20% post-consumer content.

DSC# 50416  |  Vendor# 81000 
Min 12  |  SRP $1.02  |  Cost $0.49

Avery Sheet Protector
Made of non-stick polypropylene. Archival-
safe, acid-free, and won't lift print off inserts. 
Top-loading and three-hole punched.

DSC# 31102  |  Vendor# 75540 
Min 12  |  SRP $3.18  |  Cost 1.48

Avery Permanent Glue Stic
For paper, cardboard, photos, and fabric. 
Acid-free, photo-safe, easy to apply, and 
washes out of clothing making it great 
for crafts. Non-toxic. ACMI certified, and 
conforms to ASTM D 4236.

DSC# 44272  |  Vendor# 00161 
Min 12  |  SRP $1.04   |  Cost $0.46

13The Douglas Stewart Company  |  Phone: 800-279-2795  |  Fax: 608-221-5217  |  Web: www.dstewart.com

Shop Now »

Shop Now »

Periodically check in on your employees' progress. 
Source: trainingcoursematerial.com

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listREDecemberEnergizer20171207
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listREDecemberAvery20171207
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Shaping the Future with the Best 
Calculators for the Classroom

TI-84 Plus Graphing Calculator
Standard graphing for math and science, permitted on standardized tests. Ideal for 
Pre-Algebra, Algebra 1 and 2, Trigonometry, Statistics, Business and Finance, Biology, 
and Physics. Permitted for use on SAT, PSAT/NMSQT, ACT, AP, IB, and Praxis exams. 
Includes USB cable for instant computer connectivity. Preloaded software, including 
the Cabri Jr Geometry app. Student units connect by adapter to ViewScreen panel or 
TI-Presenter video interface.

DSC# 10326  |  Vendor# 84PL/TBL/1L1/K  |  SRP $139.00  |  Cost $96.98

TI-30Xa Scientific Calculator
No.1 brand used by students. Built to last. A solid solution for General Math, Algebra, 
Trigonometry, and Statistics. Adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides fractions entered 
in traditional numerator/denominator format. Performs trigonometric functions, 
logarithms, roots, powers, reciprocals, and factorials. Polar/rectangular conversions. 
One-variable statistics include results for mean and standard deviation. Battery 
powered. Slide case included.

DSC# 10119  |  Vendor# 30XA/TBL/1L1/B  |  SRP $15.00  |  Cost $7.88 

TI BA II Plus Business Calculator
Best-selling financial calculator in the US and Canada. Approved for use on the CFA, 
FRM, and Actuary exams. Ideal calculator for students, managers, and statisticians. 
Profitability calculations: cash flow function calculates NPV and IRR for uneven 
cash flows. Time-value-of-money and amortization keys solve problems including: 
pension calculations, loans, mortgages, etc. List-based statistics basic functions allow 
addition and storing of data with four types of regression. Four different methods for 
calculation depreciation, remaining book value, and remaining depreciable value. 
Bond calculations. Slide case included.

DSC# 10063  |  Vendor# IIBAPL/CLM/1L1/G  |  SRP $45.00  |  Cost $24.62

The Douglas Stewart Company  |  Phone: 800-279-2795  |  Fax: 608-221-5217  |  Web: www.dstewart.com

Shop Now »

Break down large tasks into a day-to-day or  
week-to-week action plan.

Source: trainingcoursematerial.com

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listREDecemberTI20171207
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Save on select BIC® 
displays through 

December 31st, 2017.

BIC® 2017 QUARTER PALLET
• (36) Round Stic Grip Ultra Comfort Ballpoint Pen 1.2mm Black 8Pk 

• (36) Cristal Xtra Smooth Stic Ballpoint Pen 1.0mm Black 10Pk 

• (30) Xtra Life Mechanical Pencil .7mm Black 10Pk 

• (24) Round Stic Xtra Life Ballpoint Pen 1.0mm Blue 10Pk 

• (16) Brite Liner Highlighters Chisel Asst 5Pk 

• (16) Atlantis Comfort Retractable Ballpoint Pen 1.2mm Asst 3Pk 

• (16) Atlantis Original Retractable Ballpoint Pen 1.0mm Black 4Pk 

• (15) Xtra Strong Mechanical Pencil .9mm Black 10Pk 

• (12) Marking Permanent Marker Black Fine 2Pk 

• (12) 4-Color Retractable Ballpoint Pen 1.0mm Asst 1Pk 

• (12) Xtra Comfort Mechanical Pencil .5mm Asst 6Pk 

• (12) Xtra Precision Mechanical Pencil .5mm Black 5Pk 

• (12) Xtra Comfort Mechanical Pencil .7mm Asst 6Pk 

• (12) Velocity Side Clic Mechanical Pencil .7mm Black 2Pk 

• (12) Cristal Xtra Bold Stic Ballpoint Pen 1.6mm Asst 8Pk 

• (10) Gelocity Quick Dry Gel Pen .7mm Black 2PK 

• (10) Gelocity Quick Dry Gel Pen .7mm Blue 2PK 

• (10) Gelocity Quick Dry Gel Pen .7mm Fashion Asst 4PK 

• (10) Gel-ocity Retractable Gel Pen .7mm Asst 4Pk 

• (12) Soft Feel Fashion Ballpoint Pen 1.0mm Asst 5Pk 

• (12) Velocity Max Mechanical Pencil .9mm Black 2Pk 

• (8) Brite Liner Flex Tip Highlighter Asst 3Pk 

• (12) Velocity Max Mechanical Pencil .7mm Black 2Pk 

• (8) Marking Permanent Marker Asst Black 3Pk 

• (8) Brite Liner 3-in-1 Highlighter Asst 3Pk 

• (8) Atlantis Exact Retractable Ballpoint Pen .7mm Asst 3Pk 

• (8) Atlantis Ultra Comfort Retractable Ballpoint Pen 1.2mm Black 1Pk 

• (8) Wite-Out Brand Twist Correction Tape Mini White 2Pk 

• (8) Wite-Out Brand EZcorrect Correction Tape White 1Pk

DSC# 107104   |   Vendor# WP7OP149-A-AST 
SRP $1,865.55   |   Regularly $903.97   |   SPECIAL $858.77

SAVE UP TO 10% ON  
SELECT BIC® DISPLAYS!

The Douglas Stewart Company  |  Phone: 800-279-2795  |  Fax: 608-221-5217  |  Web: www.dstewart.com

Shop Now »

Don’t just focus on this year—create a long-term 
roadmap for growth. 

Source: smartinsights.com

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listREDecemberBIC0171207
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Reference Management 
Made Easy
Leave behind the tedious work of reformatting 
bibliographies, finding full text, and searching  
for references

Research collaboration has taken on a whole new meaning in the digital age. Your users may 
be spread all over, with access to different resources, but they still need to work together in 
order to produce truly novel research. 

With EndNote X8:  
Share the entire EndNote library, including references, PDFs, and annotations with up to 100 
people. Everyone can add to, annotate and use the library—at the same time.

With the new Activity feed, easily keep track of who is making what changes to the shared  
library and when. 

Save your funding dollars for your research. There’s no additional charge for sharing, no library 
size limit and no charge for unlimited cloud storage.

Standard Edition  |  DSC# 105983  |  VENDOR# 42016711  |  SRP $299.95  |  Cost $192.58
Student Edition  |  DSC# 105985  |  VENDOR# 42016714  |  SRP $125.95  |  Cost $103.07

Sort through years of work in seconds 
Search across reference metadata, full text 
journal articles, file attachments, personal 
annotations, and more to locate the research 
needed in just seconds.

Cite it right the first time 
Insert citations and references from an 
EndNote library into a manuscript and 
automatically build a bibliography in over 
6,000 styles.

Take the guesswork out of journal 
submission 
Using EndNote online, find the journals 
where research is most likely to be accepted 
based on an analysis of tens of millions of 
citation connections in the Web of Science™.

Collaborate with a global team 
Work from a single reference library with 
up to 100 people, no matter where they 
are located or what institutions they are 
affiliated with.

Overcome research limitations 
Store and share as many references, 
documents, and files as needed—a necessity 
for successful collaboration.

Stop hunting down full text PDFs 
Initiate a search for full text PDFs across 
an institution’s subscription and freely 
available sources, and it will automatically be 
attached once found.

Shop Now »

By tracking progress, you will be able to identify where 
you are succeeding and where you are falling short.

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listREDecemberEndNote0171207
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LiveScribe Echo Smartpen 
Users hear, say, and write, while linking audio recordings to their notes. 
They can quickly replay audio from Livescribe paper, a computer, or a 
mobile device—all with a simple tap on the handwritten notes. It’s never 
been easier to take notes and stay organized. 

1. Micro-USB Connector
Transfers notes and audio to 
a computer and recharges 
a smartpen using a USB 
connection.

2. Audio Jack
Standard 3.5mm jack fits 
earphones or the Livescribe 3-D 
Premium Recording Headset to 
enable binaural recording.

3. OLED Display
High–contrast OLED display.

4. Microphone
Lectures and meetings are 
captured with crisp, clear sound.

5. Built-in Speaker
Built–in speaker produces rich, 
full sound to play back recorded 
audio.

6. Memory Storage
2GB model holds 200 hours  
of audio.

7. Ergonomic Grip
The ergnomic grip design 
provides comfort during long 
meetings and lectures.

8. Replaceable Ink Tip
The ink cartridge is removed by 
pulling it out with the fingertips. 
A new cartridge is then inserted 
until it clicks into place.

What’s Included: 2GB Echo Smartpen, Livescribe Connect Basic, 
Livescribe Desktop software, 500MB of personal online storage, starter 
dot paper notebook, micro USB cable for charging and data transfer, 
Interactive Getting Started Guide, Smartpen Tips and Tricks, two ink 
cartridges, and one smartpen cap.

DSC# 98825  |  Vendor# APX-00008
SRP $179.95  |  Cost $142.06

Inspiration Paired with Innovation
Bring Your Notes to Life
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The Douglas Stewart Company  |  Phone: 800-279-2795  |  Fax: 608-221-5217  |  Web: www.dstewart.com

Shop Now »

Research where your students are shopping and 
reach them on the platforms they are active on. 

Source: smartinsights.com

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/livescribe-echo-smartpen.html
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For all-day listening and comfort, Ink'd Wireless delivers 
Bluetooth® functionality in a low-profile and lightweight design 
that won’t cramp a student’s style. Packing Supreme Sound 
and up to 8 hours of battery, the flexible collar packs up to 1/3 
its original size for easy storage when not in use.

EXPERIENCE SUPREME SOUND
WITH SKULLCANDY’S INK’D 2.0 EARBUDS

DSC# Vendor Color
80122 S2IKW-J573 White/Gray
80123 S2IKW-J569 Royal/Navy
80124 S2IKW-J509 Black/Gray
81875 S2IKW-J335 Red/Black/Black

SRP $49.99  |  Cost $31.45Shop Now »

The Douglas Stewart Company  |  Phone: 800-279-2795  |  Fax: 608-221-5217  |  Web: www.dstewart.com

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listREDecemberSkullcandy0171207
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